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The Top Thoroughbred Race Horses of the 20th Century 
 

Everybody did lists for the last century.  I’ll throw in one more.  As a dedicated fan of thoroughbred 
racing (and it’s history) for 24 years, my opinion should be worth a glance.  Below are listed my top 
seven choices for the greatest (impact) thoroughbred racehorses from 1900-1999.  I have noticed that 
many similar sports related lists tended to select their top choices from most recent decades.  This tilt 
in perception occurs because television and media coverage expanded so rapidly after 1980.  
Surprisingly, only a few of the names listed here even raced in the last 20 years and none ever 
participated in a Breeders Cup or on ESPN!  I chose only seven on my list (instead of the usual 10) 
because it was very hard to separate the next dozen horses.   
 
1. Dr. Fager 
2. Citation 
3. Secretariat 
4. Man O’ War 
5. John Henry 
6. Seattle Slew 
7. Northern Dancer 
 
The racing career of Dr. Fager is nothing short of stunning.  The Dr. had incredible speed (could run 
under 44 seconds for ½ mile) and was able to carry it as far as needed and against the toughest Grade I 
competition of his era.  He excelled in sprints including seven furlongs, broke the world record for a 
mile, and faced the best horses of his generation at a mile and a quarter.  He won in slop, on the turf, at 
eight different racetracks on both coasts.  But Dr. Fager’s most incredible legacy was that he did all of 
that under weights that would blow the minds of trainers today.  He won no less than five Grade I races 
with 130 pounds or more on his back.  His world record mile run (132.1) at Arlington was completed 
while carrying 134 lbs.  His final start was in November 1968 carrying 139 pounds and he won it by 
six lengths while smashing the track- record at Aqueduct.  Unfortunately, Dr. Fager’s career took place 
during a dramatic social unrest period in American history (1967-1968) and he never got the media 
attention he deserved.  
 

Citation, Secretariat, Man O’ War and John Henry competed during different eras of the 20th century.  
Each of them excited and captivated the American public; and brought thoroughbred racing into the 
mainstream of media coverage and popular culture as no other racehorses have been able to do since.  
Citation was the iron horse during World War II.  His guts and consistency are legendary.  Secretariat 
may have been the thoroughbred with the greatest raw talent ever.  His breathtaking performance in the 
1973 Belmont was one of the top athletic feats of all time.  Yet retirement at age three never allowed 
us to see what kind of greatness he might have achieved.  Man O’ War (1920’s) was the Babe Ruth of 
thoroughbreds.  He was the first racehorse to achieve celebrity status and transform horse racing from 
gaming into a popular sport and entertainment event.  John Henry was a gelding, an average bred 
claiming horse from LAD that turned into a consistent Grade I winner on dirt and grass.  John Henry 
was beloved by the public not because his talent was tremendous, but that he was a fighter, a rogue pit-
bull that would resist losing at any cost.  I was lucky to see him run at SA and HOL and it was 
extraordinary the effect he had on the crowd and the media.  Seattle Slew and Northern Dancer were 
champion runners that have made an even greater impact as two of the most prolific and potent 
stallions ever.   
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Whats New with the Newsletter? 
 
This month we begin the on-line publishing of the HTR Monthly Report.  A few of you are receiving 
this in the mail, but most are reading it in the Adobe Acrobat (.pdf file) or another document viewer.  
I’ll use the HTR news page this month to talk about the changes made to accommodate the on-line 
reader.    
 
The HTR Monthly report started in July of 1997.  At that time, I knew very little about the journalistic 
and publishing requirements of attracting people to actually read a newsletter. Luckily for me, HTR 
subscribers will devour just about any fresh material on the topic of modern thoroughbred 
handicapping, and easily forgive the amateur production quality.  This occurs because there is such a 
void of honest quality information out there for computer-assisted  horseplayers.  Now with an on-line 
version of the HTR newsletter, the aesthetic elements of print media can take a back seat to a clear 
examination of statistical handicapping issues.  I am happy to give up the all night trips to Kinkos, 
folding, stapling, copying, pasting stamps, etc. and concentrate on the what I do best – analyzing 
thoroughbreds and how they run.   
  

No more clip art pictures.  Clip art pictures, such as racehorses, light bulbs, and calculators help to 
make a paper edition newsletter look more attractive and readable.  The clip art uses large amounts 
of memory however and takes longer to download, scroll and read.  So they are discontinued.  All 
text type items such as charts, statistics, tables and output examples will remain herein as before.  
The emphasis is on serious handicapping information as always.     
 

Font sizes larger and more consistent.  With a paper edition newsletter the reader can easily alter 
their focus to the type of text they are viewing.  Variations on print size or type style do not require 
much adjustment to healthy eyes and serve to keep the reader interested.  On-line newsletters 
require that the screen-focus remains constant or else the video monitor must be adjusted, and that is 
a hassle.  I’ll do my best to make the viewing and printing smooth and strain free.  I have reviewed 
several other on-line newsletters and noted the strengths and weakness of each.  The readability of 
the document is certainly as important as the content.  No eyestrain and the ease of browsing the 
material are priority considerations in my production.  Please submit feedback to me if you find 
yourself struggling to read this document.  With an on-line newsletter there is also no specific 
document size (number of pages) that must be met.  The length of the report may vary from month 
to month. 
 
More Statistics, Charts and Analysis.  From day one, users have commented positively on the HTR 
newsletter emphasis on testing and analysis.  Honest, objective statistics from HTR’s own software 
output as well as general handicapping methods will continue.  Lot’s of data and details will be 
provided.  A new and interesting feature will be on page four each month – a ‘system or angle’ test 
that examines a popular mechanical method of handicapping.    
 
News and Views 
Page three of each on-line report will be geared to news of interest to HTR customers.  Items could 
include software upgrades, program instructions and new information you need for downloading 
and program usage.  General thoroughbred news and opinion will appear on page two each month 
and I will write on topics of interest for all handicappers.   
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Systems and Angles Tests 
The High-Low Speed Figure System 

 
Each month I will test a mechanical approach to selecting winners.  Most of the systems and angles 
presented in this column are recycled versions of similar methods that have been sold over the years 
under different marketing titles.  Many earnest handicappers believe that there must be a workable 
mechanical approach to winning at the races out there.  There is one objective way to find out – test 
it on a massive recent data sample and compare the results.  
 
The High-Low system is a very simple speed figure method.  Although there are variations, the 
basic formula is to circle the lowest of the three most recent speed figures in each entrant’s past-
performance.  Then wager on the horse with the highest figure among those lows.  Any type of 
speed figure can be used: Beyer, Daily Racing Form style, quarter horse and greyhound speed 
index, even the Hong Kong speed numbers.  Let’s look at an example to make things clear.  Assume 
three horses with the following speed figures in their most recent three outings.  There is no concern 
for distance/surface/class etc.   
 

Horse A  76,91,84   Low fig = 76 
Horse B  92,83,85   Low fig = 83 
Horse C  83,88,79   Low fig = 79 

 

Horse B would be the selection in this case as the 83 figure is the highest – of the low numbers. 
 
This is a rather easy method to test on virtually all types of races, but to be as fair as possible I decided 
to exclude 2yr races and all Msw (non-claiming maidens) from the study due to the large number of 
horses with three or less starts.  Maiden claiming races have their share of first time starters and lightly 
raced horses yet the majority are won by runners with three or more starts, so they were included in the 
study.  I used Jim Cramer’s HDW speed figures to test this method as they are among the best final 
time ratings on the market (see HTR-Jan 2000 newsletter). 
 
Races tested = 15,033  (run from July 1999 – Jan 2000).  We will compare the results with the MLO 
(morning line odds) and the normal use of the Cramer figures (highest figure ranked on top) using the 
same data.  The best Cramer figure from the last three starts will be selected and ranked for that test.  
That is different than our January newsletter speed figure examination in which the tests were based on 
the most recent race only.  As always, the MLO is ranked with the lowest listed odds receiving the top 
rank.     
 
System/     Ranking  Win%   I.V.   ROI 
High-Low       1         25.0           2.05          0.86 
High-Low       2         17.8           1.45          0.83 
High-Low       3         13.9           1.14          0.81 
 

Cramer speed   1         26.4           2.16          0.86 
Cramer speed   2         18.3           1.50          0.84 
Cramer speed   3         14.7           1.20          0.83 
 

MLO            1         30.7           2.42          0.81 
MLO            2         20.4           1.57          0.83 
MLO            3         15.6           1.16          0.78 
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High-Low Speed Figure System Analysis 
 

Keep in mind that the same speed numbers were used for both of the figure tests above.  The difference 
was in how the top choice(s) were ranked.  In the case of the High-Low test, the top ranked choice was 
the horse with the best low Cramer speed figure from the last three outings.  The second test (Cramer 
speed 1,2,3) ranked the horses based on selecting the best figure from the last three starts.   
 
The High-Low method is slightly less advantageous than a more typical application of speed figures 
(best of last three).  The win percentage and ROI were comparable to nearly every other static 
approach to speed figures I have tested though, so my opinion on this one is neutral.  The High-Low 
system ends up selecting most of the same obvious low priced final-figure standouts that can be easily 
uncovered with other techniques involving final time handicapping.  In last month’s (January) HTR 
Monthly, we tested other final-time approaches with similar results.   
 
A test involving three horse exacta boxes produced a dismal outcome with all three of the test factors 
above, each of which ended with an ROI of less than 0.80.   
 
Many systems sold with the High-Low method as the central concept also included certain rules and 
stipulations to filter out excusably bad speed figure performances.  A good example would be to 
dismiss a bad effort that was run on a different surface, such as slop or turf if today’s race is on dirt.  
Years of data testing have revealed that this approach leads to slightly higher win percentages, yet 
decreased ROI.  Rules handicapping elevates low odds horses more than high priced contenders.   
 
While I expected the win percentage for the High-Low method to be in the 25% range, I was 
disappointed by the weak ROI and therefore see no advantage to this method for handicappers that 
want to utilize speed figures in a mechanical fashion.  Thoroughbred past-performance lines usually 
contain a mixture of different surfaces, distances, tracks and conditions.  This makes it difficult to use 
any rigid approach to speed numbers effectively.  This may not be true with the other types of pari-
mutuel racing however. 
 
Rather than dismiss the High-Low system entirely, I would actually suggest that you try it when 
having fun with Quarter Horse, Harness or Greyhound bets – that is if you have no other handicapping 
knowledge of these animals.  Those runners tend to race more consistently under the same distance and 
surface conditions each week.  The High-Low approach might be effective in finding dependable 
contenders that are not public choices.  Start with $2 though, I have no data to back up my theory on 
this!   
 

Next month we will test another popular method of automatic selection, the venerable Earnings per 
Start angle.  I welcome your feedback on this column.   
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HTR Modeler 2000 
Fundamentals of Data Modeling 

 
Data modeling is an approach to handicapping that seeks to understand what specific factors the 
successful horses have in common.  Software programs such as HTR have dozens of different data 
items including class, early speed, late speed, etc.  When races are analyzed by the various 
distance/surface/class/age/sex categories, the winners (or place or show horses) of those events will 
usually reveal a similar pattern or bias from one or more of these factors.  
 
An example will illustrate.  Assume we are studying the last five winners at 6 furlongs from Broken 
Downs and we record their Early and Late velocity rankings from HTR printouts. 
 
Race      Ev  Lv  (winners rankings) 
03-Jan 23      2   8 
09-Jan 22      1   9 
07–Jan 22      3   5 
02-Jan 22      1   7 
08-Jan 21      2   6 
 
An obvious trend has developed.  All of the winners have strong early rankings and weak late 
rankings.  As handicappers we can be curious about why such a strong pattern exists, but it isn’t  really 
necessary to understand the mechanics behind the bias.  In fact, the most productive longshot cycles 
usually defy any logical explanation. 
 
One winter at SA the one-mile dirt races were being won strictly by horses with Ev 1 or 2.  Yet at 1 
1/16 miles around the exact same dirt course, the Lv were succeeding in bunches.  No plausible 
explanation could be found.  The public was confused because most published reports with bias 
information do not separate the various route distances and thus the expert opinion at SA that year was 
that the routes are running fair.  Situations like this exist at almost every track.  Some trends last the 
whole meet, others for only a few consecutive races.  Studying the data carefully using a rapid filter 
computer modeler gives you an enormous edge on the public.  When a subtle and definitive winning 
bias is quietly uncovered, the handicapper becomes the inside information, not the stable.      
 

Modeling patterns are not limited to running style characteristics.  Winning horses may exhibit no 
particular early/late similarities, yet the data may reveal that class (CLA) or the trainer ranking (TRN) 
are productive.  Some types of races have nothing in common and the winners can come from 
anywhere.  There is enlightenment with having that negative information too - to save you from 
wasting a bet on a chaotic wide-open race.     
 

The HTR modeler is a powerful research tool.  The recently run races become your personal computer 
library for studying patterns and nuances of winning horses.  Like any academic endeavor, those that 
study the most diligently reap the greatest long-term rewards.  In the pages that follow I’ll describe the 
basics of creating a model database and how to best utilize the filter screen.  Later some advanced 
concepts will be covered for those that want to go further in their analysis.  
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Creating a Track Model Database 
 

The process of creating your model for analysis is almost automatic.  The steps are outlined below.  
The learning process is minimal here, and the software takes care of almost everything automatically 
for you.  
 
§ Download the file HTRMODEL.EXE and place it in your working HTR folder-directory.  For most 

of you this is  c:\htr. 
 

§ The modeler can be accessed from the regular HTR-software opening screen, or by itself from the 
file HTRMODEL.EXE. 

 

§ When the modeler opening menu screen loads, click or select item <2>, Create and Update. 
 

§ A list of available racetracks will be viewed in a box on the right.  Select the track you wish to 
model (create a database for) and click the GO button or press <F3>.  A message at the bottom will 
keep you informed as to the progress of the new model build. 

 
Some important points need to me made here.  Before you can process a model, you’ll need several 
recent racefiles for the track you wish to model, with the results added.  Without the result files added, 
the modeler cannot process the data.  A handy feature on the create-screen is the Track Check button.  
Highlight any track and press the <Enter> key to get information about the number of files (with and 
without results) that are present for processing.  If a model has previously been created, the Track 
Check will inform you on the status of the database (number of race records) and will even give you 
advice on whether to update it or not. 
 
§ Once the model has been created and processed you can exit the Create/Update screen and go back 

to the main menu by pressing <Esc>.  From the menu, press or click <1> Analysis and Filter.  You 
will then enter a new screen.  Your created model should appear in the list box at the top.  

 

§ Every time you download new files and results you will want to update the model.  Daily players 
will want to update every night.  If you go to the track less frequently, be sure to download all the 
missed races (and results) and process the model the night before you go.  HTR offers you a huge 
advantage for infrequent downloads because we keep the last 30 days of files for every track 
available at all times.  Makes it easy to catch up on missed races quickly.  There are no excuses for 
not keeping your track model fined tune with the latest data.    

 

§ You can make it a five-minute daily routine to ensure that all models are up-to-date by using the 
Update All <F12> option in the Create/Update screen.  This function will automatically go through 
all the files in your current directory and process them to the appropriate model. 

 
The creation and updating of models is a great way to build a track information database effortlessly.  
Most successful players are adamant that record keeping is the key to winning at thoroughbred racing.  
Using the HTR modeler Create/Update screen liberates the user from any grunt work involved with 
keeping accurate data records on the potency of the various HTR factors.  After the model (track 
database) has been created and processed with the most recent race results, the next steps are easy and 
fun.  Please build yourself a model before reading the next section on how to use the analysis and filter 
screen.  
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HTR Model   Filter Screen 
 

The filter screen is used for analyzing the data under specific race situations.  To get to the filter 
screen, press <1> from the Model main menu.  The gray screen will have a list of available models in 
the center box.  Select the track you wish to examine by highlighting it.  The rest of the screen contains 
numerous check-boxes for selecting the various criteria and race conditions you want to study.  Here 
are the important highlights of the filter screen. 
 

§ The number of records (races) that you wish to view can be selected by pressing or clicking <+> or 
<-> keys.  Whatever number of records you choose, the software always starts the extraction from 
the most recent date in the database.  For example; if the model is completely up-to-date and 10 
records are selected, then the 10 most current records that fit the filter criteria will be computed and 
displayed.     

 
§ Any one of the five HTR automatic paceline selection modes can be selected for comparison from 

the box on the bottom left.  Analyzing the various paceline modes may be important with some 
data, particularly velocity factors.  You cannot choose more than one item at a time from this box.  
But feel free to go back and forth on the screen and study all five methods for the most potent.  
Mode 5 is the default.   

 
§ Type of data to view.  Select from Win, Place, Show or Exacta/Trifecta analysis screens.  Only one 

item can be selected at a time from this box.  The Win is the default and the most important to 
consider when studying data trends. 

 

§ The remaining boxes on the screen (class type, age/sex, distance, surface) can be checked on or off 
with a click of the mouse or by pressing the <space> key when the item is highlighted.  You may 
check as many of these boxes as desired at once.  If a box is left unchecked, the modeler will skip 
races of that type for computation.  More on this filtering process follows on the next page.  The 
filter screen is definitely most efficient when clicking with a mouse, but you can move around the 
screen and into the various boxes by pressing the <tab> key..         

 
§ Press or click <F12> (default settings) to quickly check all the boxes on the screen.  This will also 

set the record request box to the maximum and sets the paceline mode to 5.  Win data is the default.  
I suggest you begin every analysis session with this function to quickly get all required boxes 
checked.  Then un-check the boxes to separate the various race conditions. 

 
§ Press or click the <S>tatistics button to view the analysis screen.  The analysis screen contains win 

percentages and ROI (return on investment) for all the factors used in HTR.  The information 
shown is computed exactly the same as it is in the regular HTR-software.  Scratches are removed 
from the final data tabulations. 

 
§ Use the <Esc> to exit from these screens and move to previous screen in the program.  Settings on 

the Filter screen remain intact when you return from another display.  To exit the program entirely, 
click <Esc> until the software is unloaded. 

 
An important item to consider are the Surface check-off boxes.  The dirt races can be separated by wet or fast 
here.  You should rarely check both items at the same time.  Wet tracks will often have much different results 
than the fast dirt and should not be mixed in.   
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HTR Model   Statistics Screen 
 

This screen displays the most critical function of the data modeler – the statistics on the actual 
performance of each data factor in HTR.  This screen will quickly reveal what is working and what is 
not.  I’ll go over the statistics in detail by using an illustration from the program.  If you need a review 
of the abbreviations from HTR data factors, please read the on-line Term and Abbreviations in HTR 
report available from our website. 
 
Factor  Rnk1  Top2  Top3……………………LONGSHT…………ROI-1  ROI-2  ROI-3 
VEL     23%   44%   59%           003      $1.33  $0.87  $1.51      
 
Factor 
The name of each HTR factor that can be ranked (1-2-3 etc.).  This data is computed from the exact 
same rankings that appear on the regular HTR-software screens  
 

Rnk1 
This column computes the percentage of winners that were ranked 1 in that factor.  In the above 
example the horses ranked number one in the VEL (velocity score) factor, won 23% of their races.  If 
you have chosen to view the Place or Show screen, then this data gives the exact percentage of horses 
that finished 2nd or 3rd respectively.    
 

Top2. 
This percentage sums the win rate for the horses ranked 1 or 2.  In the above example the Top2 win 
rate is 44%.  This means that 44% of the races were won by a horse ranked 1 or 2 with the VEL factor.  
The exact win percentage for horses with the 2 ranking is figured by subtracting 44-23 = 21%.   
 

Top3, Top4, Top5, Top6 
The percentages continue to accumulate across the screen for rankings 3 through 6.  In the example 
output above, the win rate for the Top3 is 59%.  This means 59% of the races were won by horses 
ranked 1,2 or 3 in VEL.     
 

LONGSHT 
This column is not a percentage.  It is the total number of horses that won and paid $20 or more that 
were ranked 1 or 2 in that factor.  It is possible that certain runs of races will have no winning mutuels 
above $20 thus all the factors will display zero here.  The purpose of this readout is to help you quickly 
notice components of HTR that are effective at finding price horses in the data.      
 

ROI-1, ROI-2, ROI-3 
Win screen only.  These columns are important in determining the profitability of a single factor and 
ranking.  ROI money totals are computed by wagering $2 on every horse with that specific ranking in 
each factor.  An ROI of 1.00 is break-even.  An ROI above 1.50 is excellent and is evidence of 
potential strong profitability in that component.  An ROI below 0.70 is an indication of poor value with 
that item.  There is a limit placed on the win mutuel of $52 so as not to distort the ROI with one 
monster longshot.  
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HTR Model   Effective Use of the Filter and Statistics Screen 
 

Working with the HTR modeler is fun and interesting, so most handicappers are motivated to learn 
quickly and even spend hours on their research.  I want to persuade everyone not to use the modeler 
just for specific race appraisal though.  This would mean taking the exact conditions of today’s race 
and punching them into the filter.  At major tracks there are hundreds of permutations of 
age/sex/class/distance and surface.  It is often not possible to get a sample size large enough to get any 
meaningful trends.  For example:  SA – 3yr Fillies, Mdn, 6.5f.   Sounds like a common race condition 
and it seems like they have run plenty of 3yrF Mdn this meet.  The fact is, there was exactly one such 
race in my current SA model in over 200 events.  If we filter too much or ask for very specific 
conditions, the sample size will be too small.  Below is a better approach to research that you should 
try.  Play along with me below and pretend I am doing general research into dirt sprints at my track. 
 

1. Enter the modeler Filter Screen and click the <F12> function to check off all the boxes.  I’ll stick 
with paceline mode 5 for now and I want to look at Win data only.  

2. Go to the surface box and remove two of the three items.  I’ll remove turf and wet for this example, 
leaving only the dirt (fast) races for my study.  Mixing in the three surface types together yields 
meaningless information and this is the first box you should begin with. 

3. Go to the distance box and remove the boxes for route races.  Leave only the sprint distances 
checked-off.  Now click the Statistics button and examine the output.  At most tracks there will be 
ample data after two weeks of the meet.  Check the win rate for MLO first.  Is it high (above 35%) 
or low (below 20%).  This MLO and the (K) rating will immediately inform you as to the how well 
obvious current form is holding up in these types of races.  I print this screen and press <Esc>, 
returning to the Filter. 

4. My next step is to un-check the Maiden and Maiden Claiming boxes.  I want to look now at non-
maiden fast dirt sprints only.  If there is anything interesting, I’ll notice it and try a different filter, 
such as removing the fillies and viewing only the males, or vice-versa.  If the 3yr are removed does 
the data get better or worse?  Press <Esc> and change the class type to Mdn and Mcl only this time.  
Is there a difference?  Run through the same routine with age and sex and look for increases in ROI 
or win%.  This process described above is called filtering down.  This is opposed to the flat method 
of being too specific with the filter criteria and thus defeating the purpose of the modeler as multi-
faceted research tool.  Be flexible and willing to experiment.  There are infinite combinations of 
data on the filter screen and one of them may uncover some real treasure, but it requires 
investigation and study, not rigidity.   

 
Critical Thinking 
 
The importance of the sample (records) size when perusing the data cannot be understated.  On the header of 
each statistics screen is a Recs: item listed with the exact number of records (races) found in the track database 
that fulfill the criteria set on the filter screen.  Be sure you shoot for 10 or more records if possible.  Smaller 
samples are not useless, but volatile.  I prefer to be looking at 20 records to feel confident a trend will continue.  
Many race conditions will not be carded 20 times in a meet, so spread out the filter a bit and get a larger sample.  
For example, add 6.5f races to increase a 7f sample if you are only getting 3 or 4 records.  As you become more 
experienced using the filter and statistics screens, you’ll intuitively sense the validity of smaller samples.  This 
will have to be the case when examining grass races as they are run so much less often.  
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Advanced Thinking with the HTR Model 
 

§ Regarding grass races – it is best to lump all grass routes and all class/age/sex groups into the same 
sample when looking at the data.  Turf races tend to be very trendy and biased and it is not 
necessary to filter further to get the gist of what is happening.  Maidens and young horses are rare 
on grass anyway, so age/class is not a big issue.  Grass sprints are among the most trend-filled and 
biased types of races.  Few tracks have turf sprints, but those that do are dynamite for diligent 
handicappers that specialize. 

  
§ Speaking of specializing – it is imperative that you select a specific niche at a particular track and 

research it to death.  Focusing this way can give you a huge advantage over others that are trying to 
handicap everything.  My favorite specialty is maiden claiming sprints on dirt.  There are usually 
loads of these races weekly at the sprint distances and the conditions are consistent.  Many 
handicappers scoff at these and say they are unplayable.  That is exactly the prevailing thinking I 
want to hear from the experts.  They don’t have an HTR model.   

 
§ The differences between male and female runners at the same distance/surface and class levels can 

be amazingly distinct.  Many sharp handicappers choose to wager heavily on the older males only 
because they are more consistent and remain in form longer, yet the modeler will often reveal that 
the fillies and mares have strong win patterns that are not obvious to the public.   

 

§ Younger horses are often difficult to figure out statistically.  The 2yr and 3yr categories are 
available on the filter screen but large sample sizes of them - independent of the older horses - are 
difficult to come by without a very long race meeting.  One thing that I like to look for with 3yr 
olds is weakness in the more general handicapping categories such as MLO, (K) and HTR.  When 
3yr olds are proving difficult figure out, it will show up in low win% in those factors.  This means 
the public and even the stables are confounded by the 3yr olds and are losing their bets on the 
obvious contenders.  For us, this means passing these races or spreading deeper in sophomore 
events to catch an unexpected winner.  Three year old fillies are particularly difficult to figure 
during the first half of the year. 

 
§ The distance categories should be a primary concern when trying to uncover a subtle velocity 

based track bias that the public cannot understand.  A good example of this is the feet-per-second 
rating called factorX (F/X).  FactorX averages the first and last fractions and is absolutely invisible 
to anyone that is practicing standard handicapping from past-performances or speed figures.  No 
other computer program utilizes factorX as seriously as HTR.  When it is working, you will be the 
only person that knows it.  Look at each distance without regard for other conditions and check for 
FR1, F/X, S/P and CLA to uncover situations the other players cannot. 

 

§ As of this writing there are several items not available in the current model beta-test version that 
will be added later.  These include a detailed RS analysis and p-Scan differential chart that will 
appear at the bottom of the statistics screen.  I’ll write about these items next month and put all the 
information together into a text help file for the modeler.  The Records screen displays the actual 
data records and is not yet available in the current model version as of this writing.      
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Late News and Contact Information 
 

Late News 
 

Download the latest version of the model (dated January 29) from the free HTR web site.  
Updates will continue throughout February until the program is completed and tested bug-
free by users.  If you want a diskette installation of the model program, please call and 
request it – no charge.   

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-220-1230 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then placed 
on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR can view 
the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR download 
customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  
Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 
All data is provided under contract and by permission from Handicappers Data Warehouse Inc and Equibase Corp. 


